Name of entity: Fabryka Obrabiarek RAFAMET S.A. in Kuźnia Raciborska

Date of submittal: 19-09-2017

Subject: Correction of the consolidated interim report for the first half of 2017.

Message: The Management Board of Fabryka Obrabiarek RAFAMET S.A. in Kuźnia Raciborska informs that in the extended consolidated interim report for the first half of 2017 dated 15th of September 2017, on page 5 of the report in the table Interim abbreviated consolidated financial report" in item “A. Fixed assets, point 8. Assets from postponed income tax” in the column “as of 30.06.2017,” due to a writing mistake the stated value was “14.588,” whereas it should state “4.588.” Due to the correction of this mistake, the attachment to this current report is the corrected aforementioned table “Interim abbreviated consolidated financial report.”

Legal basis: Article 56, Item 1, point 2 of the Act on offer – current and periodical information.
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